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LOC PRESIDENT´S 

WELCOME MESSAGE 
I´m very pleased and proud to summarize a 
fantastic European Athletics U20 Championships 
2019 in Borås and Ryavallen Athletics Stadium. With 
athletes from 48 nations, from all over Europe, it 
became a spectacular event to remember for a long 
time. Simply colourful moments together, as the 
event´s tagline reminds us.

Personally, like many other Swedish athletes, I have 
special memories of Ryavallen as I set Swedish 
records on these tracks. And just as in the historical 
perspective, the tracks on Ryavallen were fast this 
summer. Countless of personal bests, seasonal 
bests, national junior records and even national 
U20 records were set during these intense days 
in July. I am convinced that the overall experience 
of the event created good conditions for fantastic 
performances.

I hope that many of our young athletes experienced the same feeling and most important of all, 
and I quote from the event´s ambassador Emma Green, that every athlete “performed with joy” 
during this summer’s championship and will remember the time in Borås with great feelings.

It is a major challenge to host a championship for a city like Borås as well as for the local club, IK 
Ymer. IK Ymer have a long commitment to strengthening the sport locally and aim to reach and 
engage more people to athletics and maybe spark a dream of an athletics career. And now in 
retrospect we can only ascertain that the local club did an extraordinary effort with everything 
connected to the competitions and officials with the score 9 out of 10 from the technical delegates. 
The city of Borås has done strategic investments in modern sport facilities and a conscious effort 
to attract major sporting events to the city, always with an endeavor to offer world-class hosting. 

I would like to extend my warmest thanks to all involved and at the same time wish all 
participating athletes good luck in their upcoming careers.

Karin Lundgren 
LOC President 
European Athletics U20 Championships Borås 2019 
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EUROPEAN ATHLETICS COUNCIL 
STRUCTURE 
President       Svein Arne Hansen (NOR) 

First Vice President      Dobromir Karamarinov (BUL) 

Vice Presidents      Cherry Alexander (GBR) 

       Libor Varhanik (CZE) 

CEO        Christian Milz (SUI) 

Council Members      Slobodan Branković (SRB) 

       Nadya But-Husaim (BLR) 

       Raúl Chapado Serrano (ESP) 

       Fatih Çintimar (TUR) 

       Panagiotis Dimakos (GRE) 

       Jean Gracia (FRA) 

       Karin Grute Movin (SWE) 

       Márton Gyulai (HUN) 

       Frank Hensel (GER) 

       Anna Kirnová (SVK) 

       Antti Pihlakoski (FIN) 

       Sonja Spendelhofer (AUT) 

       Erich Teigamägi (EST) 

IAAF President (ex officio member)    Sebastian Coe (GBR) 

Athletes’ Committee Chair (ex officio member)  Periklis Iakovakis (GRE) 

European Athletics Honorary Life Presidents   Carl-Olaf Homén (FIN) 

       Hansjörg Wirz (SUI)
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EUROPEAN ATHLETICS DELEGATES 
European Athletics Delegate     Jean Gracia (FRA) 

Technical Delegates      Chris Cohen (GBR) 

       Gemma Castaño-Vinyals (ESP) 

Doping Control Delegate     Gabriela Andreiasu (ROU) 

Jury of Appeal       Samuel Da Silva Lopes (POR) - Chair 

       Iker Martinez (ESP) 

       Iva Machova (CZE) 

International Starter      Jordi Roig (ESP) 

International Photo-Finish Judge    Alison Jordan (GBR) 

International Race Walking Judges    Frédéric Bianchi (SUI) - Chief 

       Bent Bundgaard (DEN) 

       Alicia Ruano (ESP) 

       Jenni Lahtinen (FIN) 

       Noel Carmody (GBR) 

       José Ganso (POR) 

International Technical Officials    Patrick Van Caelenberghe (BEL) – Chief

       Elena Barrios Bañuelos (ESP) 

       Pasi Oksanen (FIN) 

       Peter Kerner (HUN) 

       Andrej Udovc (SLO) 

       Zuzana Costin (SVK) 

Event Presentation Consultant     Pavel Pruša (CZE)
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1 INTRODUCTION 
It was a great honor and pride for Borås City and the Local Organizing Committee (LOC) to host 
and organize the fifteenth European U20 Championship in Borås in 2019. We had the vision to 
deliver the best European Championship ever, a world-class championship to remember for years 
to come and for future generations.

It was a lot of work to get there but together we managed to achieve our high goals. 

We would like to thank everyone, staff, partners, volunteers and others, who helped make the 
championship a great success.

We also hope that the member federations, athletes, accompanying people, the staff, the visitors, 
etc. appreciated the stay in Borås and look back at the European U20 Championship in Borås with 
joy and pride. Hope to see you in Borås again soon!

2 ORGANISATION
EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE SWEDISH ATHLETICS ASSOCIATION COUNCIL 

President       Johan Storåkers 

Vice Presidents      Karin Grute Movin 

       Karin Lundgren 

General Secretary      Stefan Olsson 

Members       Berndt Andersson 

       Maja Englund 

       Stephan Hammar 

       Bo Sjölander 

       Anders Svanholm

       Ulrika Pizzeghello 

LOC STRUCTURE

President       Karin Lundgren (SAA) 

Vice President       Berndt Andersson (SAA) 

       Kjell Persson (President Local Club IK Ymer) 

       Tommy Jingfors (Head of Leisure and 

       Public Health department, City of Borås) 

       Helena Alcenius (CEO Borås TME)
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General Secretaries      Tommy Andersson (Local Club IK Ymer) 

       Henrik Björnander (Borås TME) 

Event Management      Martina Lindberg (City of Borås) 

Protocol/Hospitality      Marita Curran (Borås TME) 

Communication/Branding     Anders Kihl (Borås TME) 

Venue & Facility     Erik Hang (City of Borås)

Security      Ola Svensson/Lars Wallén (City of Borås) 

Sustainibility      Catharina Sparre (City of Borås)

Press/Media       Göran Lohne (City of Borås)

Finance       Tommy Jingfors (City of Borås) 

Accreditation       Zorka Vukobrat (Borås TME) 

Transport       Fredrik Odelberg (Local Club IK Ymer) 

Accommodation      Moa Lohne (Borås TME) 

Medical      Darko Sarovic (Consult)

Anti-Doping      Kali Rashid/Sofia Jakobsson (Sw Sports Conf)

Competition       Måns Åkerberg  (SAA)

       Linus Wirén (Hälle IF)

Ceremonies       Eva Andersson (Local Club IK Ymer)
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2.1 GENERAL PLANNING & ACTIVITIES 

 

MASTER PLAN / PROJECT MANAGEMENT TOOL

The master plan was based on the Organisers contract deadlines and connected to European 
Athletics documents signed on 28 April 2017 in Paris.

The Project Leader from the local club IK Ymer Athletics and the Project Coordinator from the City 
of Borås were the executive level of the LOC and the Swedish Athletics. 

The project started 24 months before the event based on the preparation of the bidding. A total 
of 10 Area Managers (Sustainability, Security, Competition, Communication & Branding, Protocol 
& Ceremonies, Service & Logistic, Marketing, Venue & Facility, Media Services & TV, Finance & 
Administration) started working 20 months ahead of the event. 

FUNCTIONAL PLANS

Functional plans were prepared for each section of the LOC and both long and short term 
deadlines were set up. The status of fulfilling was controlled by the LOC operational management 
on regular meetings. The deadlines were part of regular meeting minutes. 

The weeks before the event project groups had meetings almost every day.

OPERATIONAL PLANS & DAY-TO-DAY SCHEDULE

The LOC started working with the preparations 6 months after the bidding and attended the kick-
off meeting in Lausanne in November 2017 with different ideas and projects already well defined 
and structured. European Athletics staff, Delegates and Technical workers (ATOS/Matsport) made 
several visits to Boras to inspect the facilities, the hotels, the other locations chosen for the event 
and check the work completion status. 

The deadlines set in the contract were met, with few delays and most of the plans was completed 
in due time and to the full satisfaction of all parties involved. 

Henrik Björnander/Tommy Andersson
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The day-to-day schedule ran smoothly. During the two years before the event the LOC activities 
and communication were managed through scheduled meetings in Boras, but also through emails 
and conference calls. During the 6 months before the event, the LOC Operational Project group 
had meetings in Borås every month, scheduling the presence of the others LOC members on each 
meeting according to the specific topics to discuss. During the event week, every day an EA/LOC 
event-coordination meeting planned the activities of the day and discussed the outstanding topics. 

STUDY TRIPS

We started follow the preparations already at the European Junior Championships in Tallinn 2011. 
(Tommy Andersson and Lars Gustafsson Local Club IK Ymer)

European U23 Championships 2015 in Tallin (Tommy Andersson)

European Junior Championships in Eskilstuna 2015 Tommy Jingfors (Head of Leisure and Public 
Health department, city of Borås), Hans Frisk ( City of Borås), Helena Alcenius (CEO Borås TME), 
Frida Arvidsson (Project leader Boras TME),  Anders Höjer President IK Ymer Athletics), Kjell 
Persson (President IK Ymer), Tommy Andersson.

European Junior Championships in Grosseto 2017. Tommy Jingfors, Helena Alcenius, Frida 
Arvidsson, Maria Landin (Borås TME), Kjell Persson, Tommy Andersson, Gabriel Nordangård (Local 
Club IK Ymer), Anna Hellsten Kronander (Local Club IK Ymer), Karin Lundgren (Vice President 
Swedish Athletics).

Sweden – Finland (Finnkampen) Stockholm 2017 Tommy Jingfors, Frida Arvidsson (Borås TME), 
Kjell Persson, Tommy Andersson, Gabriel Nordangård, Anna Hellsten Kronander, Karin Lundgren.

European Championships in Berlin 2018 (Anders Kihl Borås TME, Stina Hallhagen Borås TME, 
Henrik Björnander Borås TME).
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TRANSFER OF KNOWLEDGE BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER THE CHAMPIONSHIPS

We collected information from visits to several events and from documents and plans of earlier 
events. There were representatives in LOC with experience from earlier European Championship 
in Sweden and we had great support from cities like Gothenburg that hosted European 
Championships in 2006 and Indoor Championships 2013 and from Junior Championships 2015 in 
Eskilstuna.

The most important thing is, that we had much contact with European Athletics from the 
beginning and our major challenge was all logistics outside the competition itself. Most difficult of 
our challenges were the low capacity of hotels in the city and the long distances between hotels 
and the arena, which led to major transport challenges for LOC and unfortunately led to increased 
costs. 

During the preparation and during the competition we shared information and experience how to 
make things better for future organiser. 

CO-OPERATION WITH EUROPEAN ATHLETICS OFFICE, DELEGATES, TECHNICAL PARTNERS, 
HOST BROADCASTER AND AUTHORITIES

European Athletics Office was very helpful and supported LOC with knowledge and experience. 
We are very satisfied with the support we had from EA Office and the Technical Delegates. From 
the start all contact between the European Athletics and the LOC went through the Project leader 
Tommy Andersson and Project Coordinator Martina Lindberg. Towards the end of the project, a 
new project manager Henrik Björnander was appointed. Questions from either side, mostly by 
e-mail, were replied fast and accurate.

The European Athletics contract with the several deadlines and the Organisation Manual were 
helpful and offered an adequate guide. 

During the event, the European Athletics and the LOC worked together. This worked out very well. 
Therefor problems could be solved within a relatively short period. Good cooperation between all 
parts.

We had also good cooperation with the Technical Partners, authorities and our Host Broadcaster 
Swedish Television, SVT. All TV technic was managed by HDR. 

The TV4 Group was sending all events in the national TV4 canals about 8 hours/day and Eurovision 
send all Competition in international TV.

CRISIS MANAGEMENT

Every group involved in the event had to prepare a plan in case of potential incidents that could 
appear during the championships. An appointed crisis team was also prepared in case of potential 
incidents. The City of Borås Municipality’s Crisis and Disaster and security manager Ola Svensson 
was responsible for the entire security during the event.

THE ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIAL IMPACT 

The LOC should commit to sustainability, both competition and elsewhere, and in offices and 
working spaces. A designated person within the LOC were responsible for delivering this objective.
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We followed the European Athletics aim to provide its event stakeholders 
with the tools needed to incorporate social responsibility and to plan 
and execute sustainable athletics events. Each event is different and will 
require different sustainability efforts.

All volunteers were informed and introduced to the goals for 
sustainability and the effort Boras Stad is doing in this area. In the 
following group discussion one of the areas where sustainability, also 
from a social perspective. The event had goals to also be inclusive, open 
and non-discriminating. 

All LOC staff members aware of the importance of sustainability and 
how we works with it during U20 Borås. We complied with the European 
Athletics both checklists below.

- Use only recycled paper for printing 
- Not everything needs to be printed 
- Set all the printers/copy machines to double sided and  
 black & white printing by default 
- Use differentiated waste bins in accordance with the  
 local waste management system 
- Keep doors and windows closed if air conditioning is on 
- Keep lights and equipment turned off when not in use

OVERALL GUIDELINES FOR THE LOC TEAM:

- Commit to sustainability as a team and individually 
- Ensure easily accessible venues and services 
- Use electrical vehicles and equipment 
- Buy local, ethical and green where practical 
- Minimise waste – reduce, reuse, recycle 
- Reduce consumption of energy/lights when not needed 
- Leave a positive legacy 
- Celebrate and share the achievements

LOCAL CHECKLIST

- Commute by bus, bicycle or foot if possible 
- Served food and drinks (coffee, tea) should be KRAV och ecological  
- Waste are separated into different containers 
- Bottles collected for recycling  
- Sweden have high quality water provided in taps, tanks instead of bottled water  
- Commute by bus, bicycle or foot if possible 
- Hotels have “Green certificate” and some also an environmental steering process 
- Restaurant have “Green certificate” 
- Transportation have “Green certificate”, eco driving, low fuel consumption vehicles
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2.2 ADMINISTRATION 

FINANCES & BUDGET

The budget was almost met and balanced, no major financial problems occurred during the 
preparation period or the event. A couple of expenses increased, such as transport and anti-
doping. On the revenue side, we received significantly lower income from sponsors than we had 
budgeted.

PERSONNEL & VOLUNTEERS

We had one person engaged full time for 18 months, 6 persons full time the last 4 months, 8 
persons part time and 3 persons with partial contracts, 250 referees/competition officials and 
about 180 volunteers. 

TRAINING PROCESS

In total 180 volunteers participated during the Championships. LOC provided all volunteers with 
a Volunteers Guide and the Competition Team Manual. Volunteer booklet contained almost all 
information about the Championships and was forwarded to volunteers in digital form, before 
the first training meeting, just to have more time to take all the information in. We had two 
training meetings with the judges and the volunteers before the event, one two months before for 
practising with the competition judges and other important functions. 

During the last week before the competition, meetings were held with Judges, volunteers and 
others. Every morning before the start of the competition short meetings were held just to make 
sure, everyone knows their schedule for the day and to answer any questions which might had 
come up. 

BENEFITS AND REMUNERATION

All volunteers received 1 piké, 1 hoodie and 1 welcome bag. All Judges for competition and 
personal received: 2 pikés, 1 hoodie, 1 cap, 1 trousers, 1 pair of socks, 1 welcome bag and of 
course the daily lunch meals and drinks and some of the Judges and volunteer workers eat at the 
evening session.

All the volunteers where invited to the volunteer banquet and the Competition Manager, Project 
Manager and Coordinator thanked them for their great efforts. 

RECRUITMENT

The recruitment for volunteers started 12 months before the event and was made on the web site 
of The City of Borås and paper forms. To spread the message flyers, ads and the official web site 
were used. The recruiting of Judges and Infield staff for the Competition started 18 months before 
was based on highly trained official Judges and Infield staff from more than 20 Swedish Athletics 
Clubs. 

We understood it was difficult to recruit volunteers for this period in Borås, as most people have 
vacation period elsewhere. A tough and difficult challenge that caused us to be understaffed in 
most of work areas. 
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REALISATION PHASE

We worked according to the agreed plan but have to make some changes over time when some 
project managers left and some got sick, but we are happy with the final fulfilment and good 
atmosphere in the arena during the competition days. The planning is very important but mostly it 
all comes down to having staff who can solve problems and act to find solutions.

INSURANCES

All insurances were contracted according to request of the Organising Contract. 
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3 COMPETITION 

GENERAL ORGANIZATION 

General organization followed the standard procedures and practices in accordance with the 
Competition Rules and appropriate regulations, related to the EU20CH. Three main related parties 
were involved in the organization of the competitions – officials (competition management, 
referees, and judges); volunteers; and partners such as ATOS/Matsport (international partner), 
Swedish Television (host broadcaster) etc. LOC was in charge of provision of full support in all 
areas of the competition, from media to logistics, but not directly in the technical and operational 
conduct of the competition itself in the main competition venue. Members of a LOC had 
different dedicated areas of responsibility such as logistics, media, accreditation, competition, 
accommodation etc.

General Organization consisted mainly of volunteers from the local club IK Ymer and from clubs in 
Gothenburg. Some additional skilled person where hand pick from the rest of Sweden.

OVERALL STRATEGY

Strategy was to make the best ever U20CH from the eyes of an athlete, coach or public. We 
planned and build a new training and warm up area for the throwing events and prepared the 
stadium to be in best shape ever.

RECRUITMENT & TRAINING OF VOLUNTEERS 

Most of recruitment was based on existing active officials in local athletic clubs in Borås/ 
Gothenburg and supplemented by officials from nearly 30 different athletics clubs in Sweden. The 
recruitment of officials started already in October 2017 in local club of the city of Borås. About 250 
officials participated in the European Athletics U20 Championships Borås 2019.

Another group was the volunteers. They did not need to have any experience of athletics but are 
specialized in other areas like languages or security for example.

There was an application on the website for all interested. Recruitment of volunteers started 
in 2018 and took much more time than expected. All staff infield were trained judges, NTO and 
experienced people in athletics. 

TRAINING AND TEST EVENTS:

- Relay National Championships 26-27 May 2018 Gothenburg  
- Nordic Master Championships 6-8 July 2018 
- NTO training in November 2018 and March 2019 
- Ymerspelen 1–2 Juni 2019 
- Rehearsel Event 17 July 2019

TRANSITION FROM PLANNING TO OPERATIONAL PHASE

We had our first competition meeting in January 2018. During 2018 we had a meeting every 
second month. Until April 2019 we had competition meeting every month. From May on we meet 
on a weekly base.
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Start of the transition was to move all meetings to the venue area, this were applied during May. 
Second phase where when the summer workers arrived about 4 weeks before the competition 
and started to prepare the venue for the competition. From there we were all in operational 
mode.

We had as well two meetings for all competition members during spring 2019, 27/6 and 8/7. In 
addition to that we send them a PM with all information 3 weeks before the competition.

TIMETABLE

Initial timetable was made by Technical Delegates in the fall of 2018. Competition and Event 
Presentation requested some changes which were discussed. Some changes were made due to 
IAAF changed the running events (3.000m, 5.000m and 10.000m) in the meantime.

After all a preliminary timetable was ready by the mid of April, only small changes where then 
made mainly depending on the number of athletes.

TEAM LEADERS SITE VISIT

We have only one Team leaders site visit which were made on the 2-3rd of October 2018. In total 
5 teams were represented. We showed them the Venue, warm up arena Ryahallen, Rest room for 
combined events Sjuhäradshallen, Team area Borås Arena 2 and also Parkervallen, training and 
warm up arena for the throwing events.

Czech Republic  1 person 
Republic Slovakia  1 person  
France    1 person 
Germany   2 persons 
Great Britain   2 persons  

TEAM MANUAL

Team Manual was made by the LOC according to the 
template given by European Athletics. Competition started 
this work in the mid of February 2019 and it was finalized 
in June 2019. Due to the number of persons involved and 
all the various parts which shall work together this is time 
consuming.  Working with the Team Manual turned out to 
be a very good tool for the LOC and in retrospect it might 
have been a good idea to start work on it even earlier.

COMPETITION VENUE  

Competition Venue Ryavallen Stadium was 
renovated 2012 with 8 new lanes before the National 
Championships 2013 and have now international 
standard. During 2018/19 we upgraded the venue 
with a new finish line building, new Press stands and 
a new Throwing cage, also new sites for Triple jump 
and two new Shot puts circles. Eventually we got it 
certified right before the competition started. 
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The stadium has the following competition sites: 

• 8 lanes  
• 2 High Jump sites  
• 2 Pole Vault sites  
• 2 sites for Long/Triple Jump  
• 2 Shot Put Circles  
• 1 Combined Discus/Hammer Circle  
• 2 Javelin sites 

At Ryahallens Indoor stadium outdoor wall, was Sweden largest mural painting by the artist Shai 
Dahan, which was much appreciated and attracted by attention of all media then especially social 
media.

TRAINING AREAS & WARM-UP AREA

Training was conducted in three stadiums – one for all throwing events, the second one was a 
200m curve with 2 lanes and 3 lanes a 110m for the short sprint, short hurdles and 1 lane for Long 
jump about 4 km from the competition venue. Third was the indoor stadium, Ryahallen for rest of 
the disciplines. It was possible to use both outdoor and indoor arenas. 

Warm-up area was in the indoor stadium and close to the main competition venue and the Call-
room was in the indoor stadium. Warm-up indoor area could be used for all running and jump 
disciplines. Warm-Up for throwing events was 2.5km from the Competition venue. Weight liftning 
were placed in Ryahallen and as well in Sjuhäradshallen. No incidents reported from any of the 
arenas, it all worked out very well.
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The Indoor Stadium Training and Warm up area – Ryahallen Indoor stadium 

• 4 lanes 200m 
• 8 lanes 60m 
• 1 High Jump site 
• 1 Pole Vault site 
• 2 sites for Long/Triple Jump 
• Gym

Opening hours: 
Date    Opening hours  
16 July, Tuesday  10:00 - 16:00  
17 July, Wednesday  09:15 - 16:30  
18 July, Thursday  08:00 - 19:30  
19 July, Friday   08:00 - 19:30  
20 July, Saturday  08:00 - 19:30  
21 July, Sunday  08:00 - 19:30 

The Training and Warm up area for throwing – Parkervallen 2.5km from Competition Venue

• 1 Shot Put Circle 
• 1 Combined Discus/Hammer Circle 
• 1 Javelin site

Opening hours:  
Date    Opening hours  
16 July, Tuesday  09:30 - 16:00  
17 July, Wednesday  09:30 - 16:00  
18 July, Thursday  08:00 - 18:30  
19 July, Friday   08:00 - 18:30  
20 July, Saturday  08:00 - 18:30  
21 July, Sunday  08:00 - 17:00 

The training area – Bodavallen 4km from Competition Venue 
• 2 lanes curve 200m 
• 3 lanes at straight 110m  
• 1 Long/triple Jump site

Opening hours:   
Date    Opening hours  
16 July, Tuesday  10:00 - 16:00  
17 July, Wednesday  10:00 - 16:00  
18 July, Thursday  10:00 - 16:00  
19 July, Friday   10:00 - 16:00  
20 July, Saturday  10:00 - 16:00  
21 July, Sunday  10:00 - 16:00 

The Warm up area and team area  
1 fotball arena (110m a 65 m) with artficial gras and 65m a 8 m tent for team areas.
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Opening hours:   
Date    Opening hours  
16 July, Tuesday  10:00 - 16:00  
17 July, Wednesday  09:15 - 16:30  
18 July, Thursday  08:00 - 21:00  
19 July, Friday   08:00 - 21:30  
20 July, Saturday  08:00 - 21:00  
21 July, Sunday  08:00 - 20:30 

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT & IMPLEMENTS

Implements list were based on what had been used in the previous Championships as well as 
what was recommended by our main supplier. The implements were brand new and major parts 
were products from Nordic Sport, the National Supplier of EU20CH and one of each were as also 
placed at Parkervallen for training.

Main part of the technical equipment was brought, set up and used by Atos. Their support at the 
events was good but in the perfect world they should not have to baby-sit their system on the 
infield. All implements in  the implements list for European Athletics U20 Championships Borås 
2019 is good to use for next organizers.

COMPETITION MANAGEMENT

General Organization

Competition Manager      Måns Åkerberg 

Competition Director      Andreas Thornell 

Meeting Manager      Linus Wirén 

Event Presentation Manager     Janne Åkerblom 

Call Room Referee      Carina Ljung 

Track Events Referee      Ola Josefsson 

       Anders Filipsson Clareving 

Start Referee       Jordi Roig 

Starter(s)       Fredrik Jurstrand

       Jörgen Kvist

       Martina Appel 

Field Events Referee      Patrick Van Caelenberghe 

Jump Events Referee      Christer Strand 

       Henrik Carlberg 

Throwing Events Referee     Roland Oscarsson 

       Linda Kryander
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Combined Events Referee     Josefine Dahlqvist  

       Lars Danielsson

Technical Information Centre (TIC) Manager   Gabriel Nordangård 

       Ulrika Källman

Secretary of Jury of Appeal     Mats Svensson

Video Recording Room     Pasi Oksanen (FIN)

       Sören Rantzow 

Volonteers manager      Jeanette Rudberg 

Competition Info      Anna-Hellsten Kronander 

       Elisabeth Eickhoff

Technical Implements      Hans Thysell 

       Tommy Andersson

INFIELD MANAGEMENT 
Infield layout plans 

Day 1 AM
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Day 1 PM

Day 2 AM 
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Day 2 PM

Day 3 AM
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Day 3 PM

Day 4 AM
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Day 4 PM

MARSHALLS

Marshalls were local officials, but also provided by the private security company. They controlled 
the movement into the accreditation zones.

TEST EVENT

Successful Test Event was held 17th of July. First start 14:00. This was an official competition so it 
was important to do everything in the correct way. Only small issues afterwards which we easily 
corrected. At the end we are glad that we put that much effort into making a successful test event, 
it payed off the following days.

TECHNICAL MEETING

Orientation visit and technical briefing were made on Wednesday 17th of July at 10:00. Facilities 
and routes where shown. Technical briefing was held right after the Orientation visit. There were 
some questions but nothing that changed our plans or timetable,
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTRE (TIC)

TIC was located next to the public entrance, behind the grand stand of Ryavallen. I was really in the 
center which it is supposed to be. 

Date    Opening hours 

16 July, Tuesday  08:30 - 18:00  
17 July, Wednesday  08:30 - 20:00  
18 July, Thursday  08:00 - 21:00  
19 July, Friday  08:00 - 21:30  
20 July, Saturday  07:30 - 21:00  
21 July, Sunday  08:00 - 20:30 

The two head of TIC and 8 officials operated it. It was equipped with all the items needed for 
their work – printers, forms, pigeons, information stands, tables and chairs for servicing teams 
and other stakeholders. TIC was in charge of distributing all the important information, including 
changes in timetables, start-lists, results etc. to teams, as well as admitting the protests and 
appeals. 

ENTRIES

Final entries were made on 8 July. Final confirmations had to be submitted by 9 AM every day for 
the following day competitions.

STATISTICS AT FINAL ENTRIES:

Competitors entries 1 114   (526 female - 588 male)

Total No. of Competitors Starting 1 068

Countries 48

Team officials 119

Team coaches 294

Personal coaches 101

Medical staff (team) 84

VIP guests 105

Total Number of Accredited persons 1 687

Referees and Competition officials 249

Volonteers 180

Total No. of Accredited Media 74
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RESULTS

All results were valid and achieved in line with the 
competition rules and regulations. Several national and 
championship records were set during the competitions 
(detailed information in TD’s report).

WEATHER CONDITIONS

The weather was mostly sunny and very good condition 
for the athletes and only the last day Sunday was 
partly windy and with some minor rain showers. The 
temperature in the middle of the day was about 22-24 
degrees.

3.1 EVENT PRESENTATION
PLANNING & STAFFING

The planning of the event presentation started early in 
2017 and was held by the event presentation manager 
together with the project leader. The event presentation manager was involved in the planning 
of the whole event 18 months before and was part in the workshops for themes of the event 
reflecting the special spirit of Borås.

Event presentation is the heart of the competition and has an important role for the impression, 
making the best atmosphere to support the athletes and guiding the audience.

The event presentation manager wrote an event presentation plan, took part in the planning of 
the timetable (adding comments from an event presentation perspective), the communication 
network and the layout of the new finish line building including the EP-room and made a 
minute-by-minute-and-second-by-second running script. He was also the EP-manager during the 
preparation competitions Nordic Master’s Championship (in July 2018) and Ymerspelen (in the 
beginning of June 2019) as well as in the rehearsal event.
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The event presentation team:

Event Presentation Manager     Janne Åkerblom

Competition Director (during the competition)   Andreas Thornell

Assistant Event Presentation Manager    Mikael Romell

Two Event Presentation Secretaries    Anna Redin, Martina Sjösten

Running event contact person     Jonas Boman

Host broadcaster contact Person    Fredrik Severin

Video Screen Manager      Göran Castenheim

Video Screen Graphic Operator    Nils Eikhoff

Sound and Music Manager     Claes Noting

Announcers       Jessica Falkman, Ulf Zetterlund,  
       Gustav Zetterlund  Henrik Grönberg (infield)

Announcer assistants      Gustaf Andersson, Josefine Havdelin

Pre-show Experts      Håkan Säwemark, Carina Lindberg

Stadium Camera Man      William Appelkvist

EA EP consultant      Pavel Prusa

The EP-team worked very close to the Victory ceremony team, the Competition management, the 
officials, Atos, EA’s Technical delegates and the Host broad caster.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

The EP-room was specially rebuilt for the Competition. It was located in the top floor close to the 
finish line and gave the event presentation team an excellent view over the stadium, and a lot of 
room for the EP-team as well as for one of the host broad casters camera man, visitors and one of 
Atos graphic experts.

The communication system is crucial for a competition as European Athletics U20 Championships 
Borås 2019. It consisted of 14 channels and 136 radios.

The sound system was rented only for this occasion.

Other technical equipment in the EP-room: 8 CIS, computers, video mixer, graphic computer, TV-
screens with international signal, video screen signal etc., sound mixer, active sound monitors/
loudspeakers, microphones etc.
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OPERATIONS (GRAPHICS, MUSIC, ANNOUNCEMENTS ETC.)

Music played during the event was mixed with special effects and the music specially produced 
for this event, in a style of modern electro music. There was a dedicated professional sound and 
music manager to handle the sound and music in the stadium.

Announcements were held in Swedish and English. All introductions and all victory ceremonies 
announcements were held in English. One of the announcers was dedicated to introduce the 
athletes and announce victory ceremonies. 

Presentation on the video screen was based on the television signal and mixed with live pictures 
from the host broadcaster’s different field event feeds. Interviews and some of the field event 
introductions were covered by the infield camera.

All introductions and all victory ceremonies started with a short special made animation on the 
video screen.

“EXTRAS”

Before every session there was a short pre-show, with guests from the city of Borås, Swedish 
Athletics, some local celebrities, former athlete stars.

- The last victory ceremonies (4x400m) were held in the closing party. 
- Sponsor information and commercials were shown before and after every session. 
- The EA Flag handover was carried out in the end of the last day’s session. 
- The EP-manager took part in the competition team’s daily meetings.

3.2 ANTI-DOPING 

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

The in-competition doping control station was at the ground floor of Borås Arena consisting of 
5 process rooms, 1 waiting room, one chaperone/DCO room and a room for the doping control 
delegate from EA. For pre-competition DCS locations, please read below at ”Pre-competition 
Testing”. All DCS were equipped with 1 table, 4 chairs and a garbage container. One of the manned 
process rooms was equipped with a fridge. The waiting room had a CIS monitor, sealed snacks 
and water/soft drinks/juice (such as apple juice, sparkling and still water, coca cola, chocolate or 
granola bars, bananas, fruits). 

OPERATION

 Personnel 
 Antidoping coordinator, delegate and DCOs from SSC, doping control delegate from  
 EA and volunteers.

 Liaison with Laboratory 
 Collaboration with NADO Doping Control laboratory at Karolinska University hospital  
 in Huddinge, Stockholm, Sweden.
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 Pre-Competition Testing 
 The pre-competition testings were made on Wednesday the 17th of July at doping control  
 stations dispersed between seven hotels located in Borås, Ulricehamn, Jönköping, Fristad,  
 Viskadalen, Örby and Hindås. All the doping control stations were inspected the day   
 before. All transportations of athletes between the hotels were done by car/minibus. 

BLOOD TESTS 

47 blood samples were collected as pre-competition tests on days on Wednesday, July 17th.

URINE TESTS 

Altogether 101 urine samples were collected over the 4 days of competition. 12 of this was records 
tests 

CHAPERONS / DAY 

Wednesday 17 th   25 Personal 
Thursday 18 th  15 Personal 
Friday 19 th   20 Personal 
Saturday 20 th   31 Personal 
Sunday 21 th   32 Personal

3.3 HEALTH & MEDICAL 
PLANNING 
MEDICAL STAFF & EQUIPMENT

The medical team was organized by a Medical Director and included 5 doctors, 2 nurses, 2 medical 
technicians, 13 physiotherapists, 1 physiotherapy technician, 1 massage therapist and 2 medical 
students. 

There were two medical examination rooms in the Medical Center, equipped with both general 
and emergency medications, including intravenous medications, as well as resuscitation and first 
aid equipment. The mobile medical teams had access to well-equipped medical bags, 2 mobile 
stretchers, 1 immobilization stretcher and neck collars of various sizes.

COMMUNICATIONS

The medical teams communicated via walkie-talkies. The Doctors in the mobile teams and the 
Medical Center had one each, as well as the physiotherapist in charge in the Warm-Up Area and 
the Medical Director. At the beginning and end of each day, medical briefing meetings were held 
with all personnel.
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MEDICAL SERVICES

- First Aid 
- Emergency and Trauma treatment 
- Nursing services 
- Drop-in and Bookable Sessions of Physiotherapy and Massage Therapy 
- Pharmaceutical Services 
- Access to Diagnostic Imaging and a range of Hospital Specialists at Södra Älvsborgs Sjukhus if  
  necessary 
- 24/7 On Call Doctor

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE TO TEAMS

- Main Stadium 
- Warm-up Areas 
- Throwing Venue

The Medical Center, with the presence of a doctor, a nurse, a medical technician, and a medical 
student, was located at the Main Stadium in close proximity to the home stretch of the track. 
There were 4 mobile medical teams, consisting of a doctor and 1-2 physiotherapists, stationed 
at each corner of the track. Mobile stretchers were located at the finish line and at the 200m 
start, in close proximity to the pole vault. All injured athletes received acute care infield, and then 
transported to the Medical Center for further treatment. In case of need, the Medical Director 
organized transport to and from the designated hospital for further treatment and diagnostics 
with either ambulance or LOC designated cars.

The Physiotherapy Area, located in the Indoor Warm-Up Area, was attended to by a 
physiotherapist in charge, as well as an additional 1-physiotherapist, physiotherapy technician and 
massage therapist, depending on the need for physiotherapy and massage sessions, and the need 
for additional personnel on the track for high risk events. It was equipped with 4 physiotherapy 
beds, and bandages and coach-/kinesiotape of various sizes. One physiotherapist was always 
present at the Throwing Venue and had direct contact with the Medical Director and Medical 
Center through a walkie-talkie in case of emergency and the need for backup.
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4 MARKETING 

We started working with marketing early in the project and LOC’s plan was to have an external 
marketing manager who handled all issues regarding sponsors. For various reasons, the 
marketing work finally ended up on the project manager, which was not optimal. We lost a lot of 
time because of this and unfortunately the marketing was not as successful as we had hoped.

4.1 SPONSRING 

Partners of Borås were a mixture of long-term national supporters of athletics and local 
companies used to support sports clubs. Local companies in Borås were more difficult to convince 
for various reasons, in many cases due to the timing of the event that was in the middle of the 
holiday season in Sweden.

4.2 SPONSOR REVENUE
Totally revenue of the sponsoring was about 500.000 SEK (48.000 Euro), most of the contribution 
was value in kind.

- National Partners 
- Local Partners 
- National Suppliers 
- Local Suppliers 
- Media Partner

OFFICIAL PARTNERS

NATIONAL  SUPPLIERS

HOST  INSTITUTIONS

MEDIA PARTNER
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4.3 SPONSOR SERVICES
There were two levels of hospitality;

EA Club lounge zone was located at Ryavallen on the second floor with a direct connection to the 
stands. The capacity was prepared for 150 guests per day. At the VIP area, there were drinks, tea, 
coffee, water and soft drinks and also a variety of sandwiches, pastries, fruit and snacks. Opening 
hours was 9.00-21.00 every day.

The European Athletics Club dining zone was located on the third floor of Borås Arena and was 
open 12.00-15.00 every day for lunch. The capacity was prepared for 150 guests per day. The food 
was served buffet style with three main courses to choose from, including one vegetarian choice.

CLEAN VENUE/AMBUSH

No ambush marketing attempts were recorded by the LOC.

4.4 MARKET SQUARE
The market square was located between the main entrance and the arena. It was a suitable 
location with lots of people passing through. A total of 4 sponsors exhibited. 

In connection to the square we also had some ”try out” activities that were popular and well-
attended. This also attracted visitors to sponsor tents.

4.5 MERCHANDISING & LICENSING 

LOC decided not to take the financial risk of selling merchandise. We got a lot of questions 
about this during the competition days and the assessment is that we could have sold a lot of 
merchandise if we had any. Our recommendation is to offer some kind of merchandise at future 
championships. 
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5 PROMOTION 
ORGANISATION

In spring 2018 a promotion group was formed consisting of three communicators at Borås TME 
with the head of the promotion group also part of the LOC. Close connections where established 
with the municipality communication office, European Athletics and the communication people at 
the Swedish federation.

KEY SUCCESS FACTORS

The graphic, logo and the tagline ”Colourful moments together” were easy to work with and 
to communicate. A major part of the success is the communication by social media as a very 
important and successful way of attracting audience and to spread the knowledge of the event.

PROMOTION PLAN

The promotion plan were completed early 2018 and the graphic, logo and picture material for 
promoting the event were created and shot in spring 2018.

PROMOTION PARTNERS

The local newspaper ”Borås Tidning” was media partner for the event and supported with barter 
deals for advertising (both digital and in print) and published everything about the event in a 
separate appendix (20 pages) in the newspaper about a week before the actual dates.
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5.1 CORPORATE VISUAL IDENTITY & EVENT DESIGN
All graphic design, logo design and digital material (as well as the website boras2019.com and all 
social media accounts) were created and handled inhouse by the three members of the promotion 
group. This had several advantages as we had full control over everything, not depending on 
external agencies.

OFFICIAL LOGO

The logo was set according to the European Athletics guidelines together with the host city and 
year. The logo were accompanied with the tagline ”Colourful moments together”.

Colourful moments together

18-21 JULY

HOST INSTITUTIONS

OFFICIAL PARTNER

boras2019.com

Colourful moments together

18-21 JULY

boras2019.com

HOST INSTITUTIONS

OFFICIAL PARTNER

Colourful moments together

18-21 JULY

HOST INSTITUTIONS

OFFICIAL PARTNER

boras2019.com
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EVENT DESIGN

Borås is a city in pace with time. To be a modern city in the forefront of design, sustainability and 
to be inclusive are some of the aims we have. 

The city has an impressive track record of sports events and has also set its mark as a city of art. 
Sculptures are found all over the city as well as colourful murals from the No Limit Street Art 
Festival.

We wanted togetherness, enjoyment and warmth. A good memory shared among the athletes - 
the future generation, but also among visitors and inhabitants. 

With that in mind we set the tagline to: ”Colourful moments together”

To enhance the visual impact of this and to connect sports and culture, we choose to take photos 
of athletes in motion in a cloud of coloured smoke.

We also added the tagline in a setting with coloured dots. The dots are taken from a pattern used 
by the city of Borås. The pattern comes from old punch cards used in machines to create patterns 
on textiles. 

SIGNAGE & VENUE DRESSING

All venues were dressed according to the graphic profile. Main stadium, training and warm-up 
venues, hotels, MAC, media center, TIC etc got roll-ups, beach flags, flags, mesh, boards and other 
branding details to get a good recognition of the events graphic profile. 

A street art mural were created to cover the long wall of Ryahallen (training and warm-up indoor 
venue). The wall is almost 1.000 sqm and was painted by the local street artist Shai Dahan and 
portrays different athletes and the name of the city BORÅS. Dahan has picked the colours from the 
European Athletics U20 Championships Borås 2019 official logo.

Signage were produced according to the European Athletics Event Style Guide and mounted on 
strategic points on all venues and facilities. 

5.2 PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES 

PRINT MEDIA

Local newspaper ”Borås Tidning” supported the event with a barter deal for ads, both digital and 
in print as well as a 20 page separate appendix about the event in the printed newspaper about a 
week before the actual dates.

Flyers and posters were printed and distributed to schools, local and regional athletics clubs etc.

MARKETING AT OTHER EVENTS

There were promotional activities at other national events such as SM (Eskilstuna, Swedish 
Athletics Championships), Världsungdomsspelen (Gothenburg, World Youth Games) and local 
events such as Kretsloppet (Borås, running event with 7.000 runners).
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COUNTDOWN ACTIVITIES

We started out with an early bird offer for the first 500 (or time limited offer) tickets at discount 
price. Closer to the event social media was used to bring awarness to the remaining days until the 
event. Short and clear messages with days left and ”get your tickets today”. 

CITY DRESSING

Posters in Clear Channel billboards were posted at different times in spring 2019 and before and 
during the event. Flags were set up at the main entrance roads to Borås before and during the 
event and the digital LED-screens at same main entrance roads were used several times from early 
2019 to promote the event. Two weeks before the event, gigant fabric banners were also mounted 
at main roads through the city leading to the stadium.

OTHER DIGITAL ACTIVITIES

Banners, advertising and information about the event on the site of the Swedish Athletics (friidrott.
se) and the site of the municipality of Borås (boras.se) together with several posts in their social 
media channels to bring awarness about the event. The site and social media of the local club (IK 
Ymer) was used for the same purposes.

16 large scale digital LED-screens in Gothenburg were promoting the event for four days during 
”Göteborgsvarvet” (with about 50.000 runners).

5.3 PRINT & PUBLICATIONS
All internal and external publications and communication materials were produced in time, but 
the whole procedure took much more time than expected and there was a lot of printed copies of 
pretty much everything. Do not wait too long to start this work and make sure to ask if there´s a 
template or manual for the publication, if the organisation didn´t already received one. 

The promotion group were responsible for producing flyers, posters, Bulletin, Team Manual, 
Official Programme, Media Guide, Volunteers handbook, handbook for officials, Daily Programme 
(each competition day) and Final Results (the day after last competition day) and a lot of other 
printed smaller publications like forms, invitations, broschures etc.

APPROVAL PROCEDURE

The approval procedure was quite time demanding with a lot of corrections to make several times. 
But in the end all publications turned out really good, correct and was delivered on time.
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5.4 PR & COMMUNICATIONS
The promotion group worked actively with the local and national media. We have also covered 
stories around the event that were not athletics related but were worth highlighted both locally 
and nationally. Medal productions, volunteers education, tourism economic impact of the event, 
environmental diploma etc are a few examples.

We worked mainly with press releases, press conferences, informal media processing, radio 
features, webb and social media.

We made a strategic choice to use social media as the main channel for the event due to the fact 
that our target audience was the young generation. 

5.5 WEBSITE AND SOCIAL MEDIA
STRUCTURE 

boras2019.com (and .se pointing to the same master domain) was launched in august 2018 at the 
same dates as the Swedish Athletics Championships in Eskilstuna and the release of the early bird 
ticket offer. The site was built all in house and the promotion group decided to use WordPress as 
CMS for the website. We tried to keep the web living by posting news, embedding all social media 
and creating all printed publications in a neat easy readable digital form. The site was kept entirely 
in English as well as all other communication and promotion for the event. 

All social media accounts (facebook twitter and instagram) were set up from scratch by the 
organisation in spring 2018. Instagram was a real success with many followers (nearly 3.000 at 
the peak during the event) and many likes on each post. The opportunity to post a lot of pics and 
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stories on Instagram worked out really good. Facebook was good to, more for promoting the 
event and posting news, countdowns etc. Facebook peaked at about 1.500 followers and a daily 
estimated reach of 35-40.000 each of the event days.

MANAGEMENT 

boras2019.com was managed entirely by the promotion group, keeping the technical platform and 
the content fresh, good looking and up to date. Make sure to chose a suitable platform for the site, 
a stable hosting provider and that the organisation it self can manage and update everything, even 
if you chose to hire an agency for the initial build. Build mobile first! (65% of the page views on 
boras2019.com were made with mobile or tablet devices).

TRAFFIC & AUDIENCE 

boras2019.com in total had 300.000 page views, made at 145.000 sessions from 66.000 unique 
visitors. Most visitors (about 52%) came via organic search (Google), 35% referals and about 8% 
direct. Timetable and results were, besides the start page, the most visited. The demographic 
figures is quite equal for gender distribution and the target group is quite young (77% of the 
visitors was under the age of 44, 34% in the age of 25-34 and about 28& 18-24).

5.6 TICKETING
PRODUCT

All tickets were sold by Ticketmasters website www.ticketmaster.se , The official website 
boras2019.com, Borås Tourist Office, Culture house in Borås (Kulturhuset i Borås) and at the 
arena. We had free seating at the hole arena.

Prices - One day ticket  
Adult  120 SEK
Child 6-16 years  65 SEK
Senior citizen  65 SEK

Prices - 4-day Ticket
Adult  360 SEK
Child 6-16 years  195 SEK
Senior citizen  195 SEK

MARKETING

Marketing of tickets was closely connected to the promotion in general and most promotion and 
marketing activities and ads included a call to action to get tickets. We did an early bird campaign 
with discount on the first 500 (or time limited offer) tickets and made campaigns together with 
the local newspapers loyalty program during spring 2019. Tickets were also sold together with 
promotion activities on other events such as the Swedish Athletics Championships in Eskilstuna 
2018 and on Kretsloppet in Borås (local running competition).

Sales Statistics Tickets sold:
Thursday  1 857
Friday  1 942
Saturday  2 104
Sunday  1 959 
Spectators Thursday-Sunday  13 686
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6 CEREMONIES
6.1 OPENING CEREMONY
The Opening ceremony was held at The city centre square, Stora Torget Borås July 17 at 18.00, 
where all were welcome to attend.  The audience were about 2 000 people .                                                    

PROGRAMME:  
PART 1 – OPENING CEREMONY 
- Welcome from Master of ceremonies 
- He spoke Swedish and English 
- Entrance of the Member Federations’ delegations 
- Flag parade, we used volunteers for the parade.  
- Anthem of the host country while the host country’s flag is raised 
- Welcome speech by the City Mayor  
 - Speech by the European Athletics President  
- Opening of the European Championships by the City Mayor 
- The Championship will be opened with a ceremonial ribbon cutting. 
- Anthem of the European Athletics’ while the EA flag is raised 
- Confetti rain 
- Master of ceremonies interviewed Peter Häggström 
- We interviewed former athlete Peter Häggström

PART 2 - SHOW  
- Entertainment by the Swedish singer Molly Pettersson Hammar and her band.
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6.2 VICTORY CEREMONIES 

The Victory ceremonies in Borås 2019 was held at Ryavallen Athletics Stadium between July 19-21, 
but the two last victory ceremonies, 4x400m for women and men was held at the Closing Party at 
Parkhallen.

Victory ceremony team wanted to create a memory for the athletes and their federations and 
wanted them to feel the pulse rise of pride and excitement when entering the Victory ceremonies 
area.

On the Victory ceremonies athletes was wearing the official team clothing for the ceremonies and 
the bibs provided by the LOC. No other items shall be taken to the podium, such as flags, bags or 
other.

ORGANISATION

The Victory ceremony manager, Eva Andersson, was responsible for the preparation and staging 
of the ceremonies according to the published timetable (subject to any variations required by the 
Technical Delegates/Competition Manager) and following the official pattern. 

The Victory ceremony manager coordinated and worked closed to the supervisors and their team. 
Team VC-guide, VC-host and flag team worked from three different areas. 

Eva Andersson     Victory ceremony manager

The Victory ceremony guide team:

Cecilia Andersson    VC-guide supervisor

2     Accompany host 

1     Monitor host

1     VC-guard

2      VC-guide   

3     Team 1 - Medal and flower hosts 

3     Team 2 - Medal and flower hosts

The Victory ceremony host team:

Kicki Palfjord    VC-host supervisor     

8      VC-host

The Victory ceremony flag team:

Morgan Hagberg   Flag supervisor      

4     Flag assistants     
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THE VICTORY CEREMONY HOSTS

The VC-host was placed near the finish line, they were 100% ready to meet the athletes after the 
final and give them a VC-card. The VC-host prepared them so that the finalist knows what day/time 
and where to go for preparation of victory ceremony award. For the victory ceremony awards that 
were in connection with the final, ours VC-host followed them to victory ceremony preparation 
room. 

To make sure that the medal presenters was at the right place at the right time the VC-guide 
meet up the medal presenters on a meeting point and followed them to the Victory ceremony 
preparation room. The meeting point was at the VIP Lounge located behind the VIP Tribune and it 
was mentioned on the VC-card. 

Supervisor communicated to VC-guide supervisor when the finalist didn´t show up in the meeting 
area or if there was a danger that there was no time to get the finalist in good time to the Victory 
ceremony preparation. VC-host supervisor was responsible for contacting the coach for the 
missing athlete, everything to ensure that schedules could be kept.

THE VICTORY CEREMONY PREPARATION 

The Victory ceremony preparation room was placed near to the award podium at Ryahallen close 
to the arena. The VC-guide team worked from here. Working area included secure storage for the 
medals, flowers and equipment required for the ceremonies. Here we received finalists and medal 
presenters and prepared them for the victory ceremony. 

In preparation, monitor communicated with flag team and the event presentation manager this to 
ensure that the right flags and that the right national song has been prepared. Monitor was also 
responsible for ensuring that the right medallist and medal presenter was entered in Atos.
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A few minutes before the award ceremony VC-guide supervisor prepared for the line-up with host, 
medal presenter, medallist and flower/medal carrier and checked that we had placed the right 
medals on the trays. The VC-guide supervisor communicated to the VC manager that we are ready 
for the walk to VC-ceremony podium. 

THE VICTORY CEREMONY FLAG PREPARATION 

The flag store was placed near by the flags and the podium. The VC-flag team worked from 
here. Working area included shelves for organizing flags, as well as tables for preparing several 
ceremonies. Because we chose not to have the Victory ceremony preparation room and flag room 
in same area it was important to have good communication links and technical equipment to 
see the result in Atos. In preparation, supervisor communicated with monitor in VC preparation 
room. One assistant prepared flags in the room and when EP-manager gave clear sign to victory 
ceremony, supervisor gave ready to go to the flag pole and three assistant hung the flags during 
the national anthem. 

THE VICTORY CEREMONY AREA

The VC Manager and VC-guard walked the group to the podium. The VC Manager did the last 
check with supervisors and communicated to the EP manager that victory ceremony is ready for 
the award ceremony. The EP Manager was the one giving the tempo since he had the overview 
infield and gave the finish sign 10 sec before start.
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MEDAL PRESENTER

We had one medal & flower presenter per ceremony. EA started to work on the list of presenters 
as EA Council Members have the priority. About 3-4 weeks before the event, the list sent to the 
LOC who should complete the list with LOC presenters. EA gave the VC card to the EA presenters, 
while the LOC gave the VC card to the LOC presenters. The medals and flowers would be brought 
forward by three hosts by a tray and given by the presenter.

DESIGN OF THE MEDALS AND AWARD PODIUM

The medals were designed and made in Borås. The design of the medal and the ribbon went in the 
same theme as for the championship, colourful moments and we follow the medal guidelines. 

THE PODIUM FOR THE VICTORY CEREMONIES

The theme and colour of the podium was the same as the championship with colourful moments. 
The order on the podium was 2-1-3 facing the podium. The group came from the right hand-side 
and the marching order was 3-1-2 Bronze-Gold-Silver.
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- 1:a Depth 120 cm - length 200 cm - 40 cm height 
- 2:a Depth 120 cm – length 160 cm – 30 cm height 
- 3:e Depth 120 cm – length 160 cm – 25 cm height

FLAG HANDOVER

The Victory ceremony team was responsible for the EA Flag handover to future host in the end of 
the last day’s session. The EA flag was carried out with two VC-host and representative from host 
country and future host country. The EP Manager was the one giving the sign to start and end the 
event, since he had the overview infield.

6.3 CLOSING CEREMONY/CLOSING PARTY 

The closing ceremony was arranged in the stadium with a flag handover. The closing party was 
arranged when the championship was completed at Sunday 21st of July, 21.30 – 00.00 The party 
was for all athletes and the team members in the European Athletics U20 Championships Borås 
2019. The closing party took place in Parkhallen. We served soft drinks and snacks. During the 
closing ceremony we have DJ, dancefloor, the two last victory ceremonies on stage 4x400m w 
and 4x400m m and we showed movies with greetings to the athletes from athletics profiles like 
Carolina Klüft, Colin Jackson and Tianna Bartoletta. 

7 TV & MEDIA ORGANISATION 

Media organization was part of the promotion group. There was one person in charge for the 
media group directly responsible for the media. He had 9 persons altogether in the group.

7.1 MEDIA AREAS/MEDIA TRIBUNE 

There were 40 seats prepared for media on the main tribune. Each seat had free WIFI and 
electricity. Worked very well from TV-side.

PRESS CONFERENCES ROOM 

The official press conference took place in the Textile Fashion Centre. In the stadium there was 
a room prepared for press conferences if needed. However, no press conference was organized 
during the competition. 

MAIN PRESS CENTRE 

The center was equipped with desks, seats, WIFI, TV from the competitions, electricity supply and 
was open from early morning to late evening, from 8.30-22.00 every day from the day before 
competition except from the last day when it closed at 20.00. Media got all information about start 
lists and results in the media room. Worked very well from TV-side.
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INTERNATIONAL BROADCAST COMPOUND & UP-LINK COMPOUND

Perfect for HB. Close to the arena, easy for rigging and to enter for the staff. 

TV STUDIOS

No Broadcast Company asked for TV Studios.

MIXED ZONE

There was two persons that was responsible for the Mixed Zone area. Worked very well.

7.2 HOST BROADCASTER 

GENERAL FEEDBACK

The TV coverage requirement from EA on the competition was quite high and also hard to fulfil. 
EA expectation was to have several feeds and a rig time for TV, that suits in to test competition the 
day before. A requirement that was not possible to fulfil as this was not included in the original 
plan.

The Competition was carried thru using a low amount of tech equipment. The TV Production was 
built on moving the cameras in the arena, from one place to another - to fit in to best needed 
position. Regarding manpower the competition was performed as a slim version of producing 
Athletics so the TV Production was leaning on loyal and extremely skilled staff.
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Another difficulty was that Swedish Television (SVT) was Host Broadcaster (HB) but due to a 
contract between SVT and Swedish Athletics, SVT did not take full responsibility for many items, 
HB normally handles with. That generated more work than normally. From that background the 
outcome, from technical-, production- and coverage side was very good. The cooperation with 
LOC, Atos Graphics and EA representatives was nice and worked smoothly. 

LOC – HB RELATIONSHIP (CONTRACT)

As above mentioned, some unclearness affected the LOC-HB relations. 

In U20, the city of Borås was taking care of the cost for Tech Provider (HDR) including OB-van 
staff. SVT was head of International Services and was also keeping the contact with EBU. Executive 
Producer and Swedish Athletics were responsible for everything else.

Therefore, sometimes there was some confusion regarding items connected to HB matter. But no 
bigger issues - everything was solved on site, and often earlier.

The cooperation between LOC and Executive Producer worked, as mentioned, in a smooth and 
understanding way during the whole process. All the HB staff was nice and was also determined to 
their mission. The only thing that failed, was a lack of input to HB and producer regarding the new 
“Finish Line Building and (as we thought) also the Camera Tower building”. Two or three days prior 
the event we noticed that our plan for the main camera (running events) did not fit in to LOC and 
EA:s other plans for the building. The problem was solved after a lot of struggling and frustration.

BOOKINGS & TENDERING PROCESS

The Tendering process for Tech supplier and all TV staff started in good time and was successful 
Accommodation assignment for TV Crew (among many others) was hard for LOC. From TV side, 
LOC solved it in a satisfying way, which was not easy, since there were few hotels and rooms 
available in Borås.

OFFER (RATE CARD)

Since HB responsibility was unclear and a change of key person at SVT, the Booking- Offer- and 
Rate Card process started too late. But once started it worked well.
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KEY FIGURES

EA representative:   Peter Sanderson

Executive Producer/Director TV:  Bo Lindqvist 

Content Coordinator:    Annika Legzdins

Graphic Operator:    Lotta Mallander 

Graphic Contact ATOS:   Manuel Hidalgo

TV Tech Responsible:    Anton Sundling and Einar Widgren, HDR.

Swedish Athletics:    Jan Larsson

HB (SVT):     Sandra Nilsson

LOC Tech matters:   Rune Hagen

LOC Coordinator:    Martina Lindberg

LOC Project Manager:    Henrik Björnander

LOC Accommodation:    Moa Lohne

7.3 PHOTOGRAPHERS 

Photo Chief. There was one person responsible for the photographers. A briefing for accredited 
photographers was held at the Media Centre on Wednesday 17 July at 16:00. A nice and smooth 
cooperation with HB. Worked very well,
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Access to the infield photographers had access to the infield only with INFIELD PHOTO bibs and 
only 12 photographers could be infield at the same time. A nice and smooth cooperation with HB. 
Worked very well,

7.4 SERVICES & SOCIAL ACTIVITIES 

The service from LOC to HB worked very well. 

7.5 BROADCASTING & AUDIENCE FIGURES 

SUMMARY: BROADCAST - European Athletics U20 Championships Borås 2019

SUMMARY: PROGRAMME TYPE - European Athletics U20 Championships

Website traffic European Athletics U20 Championships Borås 2019:

Users 219,522 
Page views (in millions) 9.08

Swedish Channels - TV4

Target Channel TRP Unika tittare Bruttokontakter 
A3+ TV12  7 240 000 661 000 
A3+ Sportkanalen 13 151 000 1 266 000 
A3+ Total  20 328 000 1 927 000

Swedish Channels - C More 

 

Privileged & Confidential

SUMMARY: BROADCAST
European Athletics U20 Championships

4 06:08:19 46,169 7,521 16,500
5 11:28:16 175,305 15,282 17,900
4 08:12:13 13,190 1,608 4,300
4 04:58:56 103,984 20,871 56,716
2 00:53:13 21,981 24,783 26,478
1 09:10:22 0 -
8 29:35:27 0 -
1 11:19:01 0 -

Belarus
Belarus
Belarus
Italy
Italy
Pan Europe
Pan Europe
Pan Europe

BTRC
BTRC
BTRC
RAI
RAI
Eurosport
Eurosport
Eurosport

Belarus 5
Belarus 5
Belarus 5
Rai Sport
Rai Sport
Eurosport
Eurosport 2
Eurosport 2

Delayed
Live
Repeat
Delayed
Repeat
Repeat
Live
Repeat

Country Broadcaster Name Channel Programme Type Number of Broadcasts

29

Total duration

81:45:47

Hours Viewed

360,630

Average Audience

11,383

Best audience

Sources: EBU – Members' data / national TAM providers / All rights reserved
France Télévisions data: source Médiamétrie - all rights reserved by Médiamétrie

This report is for your internal use only. No commercial use and no distribution permitted. 1

Privileged & Confidential

41 13 1.0 0.20
11 8 0.9 0.13
29 8 0.5 0.03

Live
Delayed
Repeat

Programme Type Duration
(Hours)

81

Number of Broadcasts

29

Average Market Share

0.8

Average Rating (TVR%)

0.12

SUMMARY: PROGRAMME TYPE
European Athletics U20 Championships

Sources: EBU – Members' data / national TAM providers / All rights reserved
France Télévisions data: source Médiamétrie - all rights reserved by Médiamétrie

This report is for your internal use only. No commercial use and no distribution permitted. 2
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8 LOGISTICS 

Already at the application we knew that the hotel rooms in Borås would not be enough for all 
participants and visitors to the championship. We had to find other hotel alternatives outside 
Borås which entails more and longer transport to and from the arena. Another challenge in 
terms of transportation was that all teams would eat all their meals at the hotels. Through careful 
planning and hard work we solved the accommodation and transport issues.

OFFICIAL HOTELS

In total, we had 13 official hotels for the teams, 4 located in Borås and others in the nearby area 
with at most one-hour journey from the venue.

Team hotels 
Quality Hotel Grand Borås 
Scandic Plaza 
Comfort Hotell Jazz 
Hotell Solhem Park 
Viskadalens Kursgård 
Fristad Folkhögskola 
Hindåsgården 
Hotell Bogesund 
Hotell Lassalyckan 
Hotell Nyboholm 
Två Skyttlar 
Scandic Jönköping 
RC Hotell Jönköping 

European Athletics Family, ITO and VIP stayed at Quality Hotel Grand Borås

Media and technical partners stayed at Best Western Hotel Borås

Each hotel had a hospitality/information desk that were assisted by either volunteers or hotel staff 
and they also had a big information board with the transportation schedule, menus, competing 
schedule, training times et cetera that was updated daily. All staff at the hotels were very helpful 
and showed a fantastic hospitality.

8.2 ACCREDITATION 

PROCESS – REGISTRATION

The registration was made in ARENA, which is an online-based system that comes from European 
Athletics. Marie-Anne Midy from European Athletics came to Borås in the end of March and held a 
training education to all the LOC staff who was going to work with the ARENA system before and 
during the event. 
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PROCESS – DISTRIBUTION

Main Accreditation Center, was located at Sjuhäradshallen next to Ryavallen, where all the 
Team Leaders of the participant countries came and picked up their accreditation cards. Other 
categories who picked up there accreditation cards here was: media, volunteers, LOC staff, Host 
Broadcaster, International Broadcasters, Services, Officials (except EA Appointed Officials). All VIP 
people received their accreditation card at Quality Grand Hotel, at the VIP Accreditation desk.

ACCREDITATION STATISTICS

There were printed a total of 1687 accreditation cards. We had 48 countries that competed, 119 
accredited Team officials, 294 Team Coaches, 84 Team Medical Staff 105 VIPs and 249 Referees 
and Competition Officials. 

SERVICES GROUPS ACCREDITATION

We didn´t have a service group accreditation. Each person (except for the participants) came to 
the accreditation center to pick up their accreditation card.

WELCOME BAGS

The VIPs received their welcome bags at the hotel, for the Teams and all the other categories we 
distribute the welcome bags at the Main Accreditation Center (MAC).  We had 4 printers and 5 
desktop computers at the MAC. (But we only used 1-2 printers to print all the accreditation cards.)

EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

We had 3 laminating machines to laminate all the cards at MAC. At the VIP hotel we have one 
printer and one desktop computer. All special printing paper, plastic pouches and lanyards were 
sent in advance by European Athletics. The left over was sent back to European Athletics. 

PRE-EVENT & POST-EVENT ACCREDITATION

All accreditation cards were printed in advance with help from Stefan Bauer who was sent by 
European Athletics. About one week before the event started, we did a test printing with Stefan 
over Skype. 

We open up the Main Accreditation Center on Monday the 15th of July and closed it at Sunday the 
21st of July. 

One week before the event started, we had a training with the volunteers to instruct them about 
how the ARENA system works and the procedure about hand over the accreditation cards.

VEHICLE ACCREDITATION

We didn’t have vehicle accreditation.
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DAY PASS & GUEST PASS

We didn´t use day passes or guest passes. For local VIPs we had wrist bands.

8.3 CLOTHING 

The official clothing was in the colours green, red and grey. The officials received a cap, piké, sport 
pants and a college jacket. Some of the volunteer teams received a piké and a cap. The clothing 
was distributed at the accreditation centre before and during the event. The leftover was later 
during the event picked up at the volunteer centre. Official clothing was for sale in the end of the 
championships.

8.4 CATERING 

VIP CLUB

EA Club lounge zone was located at Ryavallen on the second floor, with a direct connection to 
the stands. Opening hours: 09.00 – 21.00.  Coffee, tea, soft drinks, snacks, cookies, biscuits, and 
different kinds of fruit was served.

EA Club dining zone was located on the third floor of the Borås Arena, 50 meters from Ryavallen. 
Opening hours: 13.00 – 15.00 Food was served as a buffet. There was also wine, beer, coffee and 
soft drinks.
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TEAM LUNCH

All teams had their lunches in the hotels, except athletes in combined events. They were having 
their lunches in Sjuhäradshallen, 200 meters from Ryavallen.

MEDIA CENTRE

Media centre was located at the Borås Arena, 50 meters from Ryavallen. They were served light 
snacks, fruit, cookies, snacks, coffee and water.

VOLUNTEER CENTRE 

Volunteer restaurant was located at Restaurant GG-mat, 800 meters from Ryavallen. Opening 
hours: 12.00 – 15.00 Food was served as a buffet and included coffee and cake. Coffee, water, 
cookies and fruit was served throughout the day at two different premises at the Borås Arena.

8.5 TRANSPORTATION 

ARRIVALS  

The official airport was Gothenburg/Landvetter 43 km from Ryavallen. The transport arrangement 
was arranged that larger groups were transported by bus, that was managed by Bergkvara 
bus. Smaller groups such as individual team members, officials, media etc. were transported by 
volunteers in cars or minibuses.

At Landvetter there was a welcome desk with volonteers, who welcomed and referred the 
visitors to the bus / car they should be transported with to their hotels. As the accommodation 
was scattered far from Borås and everyone should be accredited immediately, there was a lot of 
planning how the transport would be carried out. They who lived between Landvetter and Borås 
had to be transported to the hotels and then a team leader was taken to Borås for accreditation 
and then transported back to the hotel by car. The Teams who lived beyond Borås had to go via 
MAC and then been driven to the hotels. For officials, media, technical partner’s etc. there were 
no problems as they lived in Borås. The times of arrivals we have been notified matched very well 
with the accurate times, so few changes needed to be made.

Some visitors came by train to Borås Central. They were picked up by car / minibus. 

DEPARTURE 

Most departures were registered in the official booking system and as long as no changes were 
made there was no problems. All pick-up times were displayed or informed in the hotels. There 
were several options to make changes, in the booking system, with a document (which the 
transport group was told about at a late stage) and directly to the transport group. Changes could 
depend on be changes in flight time or wishes to be at the airport sooner or later. Most of the 
changes were resolved. Some changes were denied as we wanted to drive with as full buses / 
cars as possible. On the big departure day we placed cars near the far away hotels in case anyone 
should miss the bus. Incidents happened and someone came very late to the airport but everyone 
got away in due time. It´s important to check if someone has changed hotel.

It takes hard work with all transport changes and it is easy to miss one. The changing of departure 
time must be done early, suggesting 48 hours before.
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SHUTTLE SERVICE

A shuttle service between the hotels and the competition venue departed in every 30 minutes. The 
hotels in Borås had a round tour bus during times when it was not many people to travel. There 
was a shuttle service between competition venue and training venues in every 15-30 minutes. We 
also had a dedicated bus for transport from training venue, Parkervallen, to call room. We also had 
a shuttle minibus for media and technical partners.

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT

The only equipment we transported was poles. The first days with few pole vaulters, we drove 
them with cars. The big travel days, we had a lorry outside the airport to collect pole vaults and 
then transport them to Ryavallen. On departure day all poles were transported from Ryavallen to 
the airport where the athlete/team leader had to fetch them at the lorry. 

OTHER TRANSPORTS

There were also transports for LOC Dinner, opening ceremony, closing party and doping tests. The 
problem with these transportations is that it is hard to know what capacity is needed.    

When it comes to LOC Dinner, opening ceremony and closing party, it was hard to know how many 
will show up. We had buses for everyone, which made a lot of empty places. A suggestion is that 
these transportations should be booked in advance.

We also had transportation of athletes coming late from doping tests. In the beginning it was hard 
to get information who and to which hotel they should be taken. It must be a better information 
about this so the transportation team knows what kind of transport is necessary.

The transport team is very pleased with the outcome. It is important to have a good cooperation 
with the bus company. Secure the opportunity to extra buses if needed.

8.6 VIP HOSPITALITY & PROTOCOL 

INVITATIONS

Invitations for all social functions were distributed according to protocol. There were no invitations 
for the closing party, which was accessible for the teams only.

ACCESS TO VIP LOUNGE AND VIP TRIBUNE

To access the VIP lounge and tribune was possible only with an appropriate accreditation or a 
wrist band. There were no VIP tickets for sale.

SOCIAL PROGRAMME

The official opening was on July 17 at Stora Torget, the city square in Borås.
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LOC - Dinner was held at Textile Fashion Centre in the Food Company Restaurant, July 18 at 20.00.  
Textile Fashion Centre, located in old factory buildings, which today are the centre of science, 
culture, innovation and business. A welcome drink together with cubes of Le Gruyère cheese and a 
three-course menu was served to the guests and dessert together with tea and coffee.  

On Saturday July 20 there was a guided tour in the City, of the public art in Borås. The tour started 
at Grand Hotel and was held in English.

8.7 FUTURE ORGANISERS PROGRAMME 

The last day of the competition we had an stadium and facility tour for the future organisers, there 
were three participants and after the tour we had some time for questions.

9 FACILITIES
9.2 PERMANENT BUILDINGS AND TEMPORARY 
CONSTRUCTIONS
We have built a brand new finish tower, containing functions for TV-broadcasting and media. We 
also have a brand new media tribune adjacent to the finish tower and the finish line for 100 m. 
Investments in barriers, fences and a brand new throwing cage at Ryavallen has also been made. 
This was an absolutely necessary investment to get the arena approved as the competition venue.
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At another location in the city, Bodavallen with a nearby elementary school, we invested in 
a training facility for 100 and 200 m including curve running, shot put and long jump. These 
investments will also benefit the continued development of athletics in the area. Our local club, IK 
Ymer, will continue with athletics activities for children and youths in the area

We also invested in a new throwing arena at Ryda, just about 800 meters from Ryavallen, which 
can be used for hammer throw, javelin and discus in the future. 

9.2 ORDER & SECURITY 

The security work included both the security of the arenas and the accommodation, etc. The 
task ranged from balancing measures at risk of terrorist acts to the small problem that some 
accredited persons sometimes tried to infringe on higher eligibility. Several organizations have 
collaborated before and during implementation, such as the local police and the national security 
police. In the arena, it was mainly volunteering guards, supplemented by professional guards. 

9.3 TECHNOLOGY 

We provided everything that was required in forms of computers, printers, copiers etc for 
accreditation, TIC and transport. We also set up IT-infrastructure and various data networks (both 
wired and WIFI) for press, accrediation, EA-Office and TIC between buildings and offices, including 
VLAN-separated networks for timing and results.

The latter virtual network was not specified/required in advance when reviewing with ATOS/
European Athletics prior to the event. This virtual network had to be invented and carried out on 
spot at the venue to be able to provide ATOS a suitable solution. We managed this adhoc solution 
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much due to good investments from the city to be able to provide scalable, stable, reliable and 
well-dimensioned networks. Our recommendation for future organisers is to check the specified/
required needs thoroughly to make sure that everyone agress and to avoid surprises on spot at 
the venue.

In the agreement the city should provide infrastructure between buildings for ATOS and that 
they would set up the network themselves. But thanks to wrong specified requirements and 
substandard equipment from ATOS they had to run their timing and results system through our 
network.

It was also very unclear in advance which computer network each connection and/or computer 
would belong to. It is very important to get a stable and balanced network for safety and 
performance. It caused a lot of unnecessary on-site adjustments that could have been avoided 
with more precise specifications.

An extra network which was not specified in before had to be set up at the VIP-hotel for VIP 
accrediation and an adittional EA Office.

Power supply infield was greatly upgraded. From the specified 2x16 amp three phase in the center 
wells to 4x32 amp in each corner plus the existing 2x16 amp in the middle wells. Total electrical 
capacity infield was 200 amp three phase, including single phase 16 amp at specific spots.

Lighting towers had to be modified to make sure to provide separate 63 amps for large scale LED-
screen at the same time as the stadium was illuminated.

10 CITY INVOLVMENT & ACTIVITIES 

On the day of the inauguration, there was the opportunity to try out various athletics. This was for 
both adults and children and took place in the city square in Borås. 
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